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My Hundred Lovers by Susan Johnson (Allen & Unwin, 2012) 
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Susan Johnson’s new novel, My Hundred Lovers, is structured in not one hundred but some ninety-

seven chapters, each describing a person or thing which has been an source of (usually physical) 

pleasure to the main character, a woman named Deborah who is nearing her fiftieth birthday. That 

the first chapter, titled ‘One, Two: Gods’, concerns her parents, the second is about Incarnation 

(gestation and birth), and others include sunshine, coffee, words, France, breath and gelato, will 

relieve listeners of the notion that Deborah has been dauntingly promiscuous during her first half 

century.  

Not that she’s been exactly celibate, either. The book begins by asserting that ‘Romance 

between the average couple dies two years, six months and twenty-five days into marriage.’ One 

might flippantly remark that, as she was ‘deflowered’ – her own word – at sixteen, by the age of fifty 

she could have managed about thirteen romances. I haven’t counted, but my impression is that 

there are rather more than that. Her high point, in fact, is ‘Three men in one day’ (Chapter 44-46): 

‘She considered her body honoured, even worshipped: … she felt free and alive. In those days she 

still calculated her worth on how many men wished to sleep with her.’ 

The reason for this female Don Giovanni’s catalogue of loves, animate and inanimate, is that  

 

I find myself gripped by an urge to tidy up, to sort through my body’s memories, a curator 

arranging artefacts in a museum. I have lived my way into a time in which my body has its 

own archaeology. 

 I am in a fever to outrun myself, to be first to reach the ribbon, before my body 

forgets what it means to run. 

 

She claims no particular distinction for herself: ‘I am one of many, one of the hundreds, thousands, 

millions of bodies that have passed this way. I am one of the shabby crowd, nameless, singular.’ 

Perhaps to emphasise this kind of ‘e pluribus unum’ statement, the narrative voice constantly shifts 

between the first person and the third, and sometimes even straying to the second, and she is 

referred to variously as ‘the girl’, ‘the woman’, or, most romantically, ‘the Suspicious Wanderer’, a 

translation of the French word ‘métèque’. 

 This book provides a stark demonstration of the fact that other people’s physical pleasures 

are either commonplace, if you share them – ‘Cheese, chocolate, croissants’ – or inexplicable if you 

don’t – massages, wine, cigarettes. Clichés abound – after shopping in her village in southern France, 

she ‘take[s] back ripe spilling mature cheeses to my house. I take back wine and bread and cuts of 

meat that my butcher proffers tenderly. … I take back the proud new shoots of asparagus.’ I’m not 

sure what it says about either the book or this reviewer, but the part of the book I found most 

compelling was the short passage describing her financial situation – how she inherited enough 

money from the sale of her parents’ Sydney house to buy this 270-year-old house – ‘older than the 

first European-built house in Australia’, she boasts – and how she makes a bit of extra money 

working as a freelance editor. Perhaps it’s just that for a moment it seems that this creature made 

up of a patchwork of sensations and emotions might, like a real person, have to find a way of 

existing in the world. 



This way of relating a life – as a jigsaw of remembered sensations, jumbled in no particular 

order – may in some sense mimic the random way one might recall episodes from one’s life. It is not 

really conducive to constructing a consecutive narrative, and those of us who like things to be clear 

will tend to waste precious minutes of our lives trying to sort out things like how old her parents are 

when they die, and how that relates, temporally speaking, to her husband’s defection to her more 

beautiful sister. But despite its chronological chaos it does, it seems to me, provide a sort of 

chronicle of our times – the narcissism and banality of much that claims to be feminism. Whether 

that is the intended effect I will not hazard a guess. 


